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Chapter 1
Introduction
In earlier work, Jeffrey Schnick and Rubin Landau [1] developed coupled channels
potentials for ffN interactions. These potentials were used in the optical potential
to calculate atomic kaonic helium and kaonic carbon bound states. The present
work extends those calculations to explore the possibility of strongly bound kaon-
nucleus states that would form Yo* hypernucleus. As part of our work, a methodwas
developed to determine the wave function overlap function; this allows a relaxation
of the factored approximation in the optical potential. Graphic methodswere used
to study the model dependencies of the results.
1.1il-p Scattering and the K-p Potential
Schnick developed four sets of potential parameters, three using nonrelativistic
kinematics and one that used relativistic kinematics. All four models fit the latest
scattering data equally well which is to say that all reproduced the large r, (asymp-
totic), wavefunction. In calculating the strong bound states we examine the short
range effects of these potentials.2
For this study we choose to use the relativistic potential of Schnick, termed r2
[1], (also called fit c in[2]) and contrast that to the nonrelativistic, much older
model of M. Alberg, E. M. Henley and L. Wilets[3], known here as HAW, (fit d
in[2]). Schnick's potential was determined from more and newer scattering data.
It has a shorter range than HAW's and does not exhibit a Y(1405) resonance in
the If-p channel.3
Chapter 2
Bound States in Momentum Space
2.1The Bound State Condition
The usual bound states of quantum mechanics occur when the T-matrix hasa
pole at a negative real energy. Most states in nature, in contrast, decay in time
and are thus not true bound states (by definition the latter are stable and do not
decay). The quantum mechanical description of these unstable states whichwe
adopt here, uses complex energy with the imaginary part of the energy related to
the level width, F [4]
r2 Im E (2.1)
An alternate description is to use real energies and calculate the widths explicitly.
Figure 1 shows the complex energy plane. True bound states are poles of the
scattering T-matrix found on the real, negative energy axis. The unstable bound
states are below the real axis (i.e. with a small imaginary part to their energy).
Resonance states are also polesbut with positive real energy on the second, or
unphysical, energy sheet (since resonances are physically similar to bound states
this does make some sense). Figure 2 shows the complex momentum plane and
the mapping between energy and momentum stateswhere for simplicity we use
the nonrelativistic definition of energy E = p2/2m. The T-matrixmay also have4
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Figure 1. Complex energy plane showing poles of the T-matrix.
poles at the at poles of the potential V (i.e.of its double Fourier transform in
momentum space).These poles arise from the assumed form of the potential,
depend therefore on the assumed model for V, and therefore are not of dynamical
interest. They are nevertheless still poles of T and thus may affect our searches
for dynamical poles.
2.2The Lippmann-Schwinger Equation
The Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation for the scattering T-matrix in momen-
tum space is
(k'I T lk) = (k'I V 1k) + (hc)3Idap (WIV Ip) GE(P) (PIT 1k) (2.2)
where the Green's function
1
GE(P)EE(P) + if
and we use a relativistic definition of energy
E(p) = fp2 + Tit + N/1)2 + 17/2N- (nip + MN) (rel)5
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Figure 2. Complex momentum plane showing poles of the T-matrix.
or a nonrelativistic definition
E(p)= P2 rrtp + P2 m N(mp + m N) (nonrel)
An operator form of the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation is obtained by
inserting a complete set of states into equation 2.2.
(WI T ik) = V ik) + f dap dap (eiv ip')GE(p) Ip) (ply ik)
= (WI V 11c) + (let VGEIT lk)
After removing the bras and kets this last equation yields the operator equation
TE = V VGETE (2.3)
where we add the subscript E to T as a reminder of the T-matrix's parameteric
dependence on the energy.
For central potentials with no spin dependence, T and Vcan be expanded in
Legendre polynomials. The resulting partial wave Lippmann-Schwinger equation
is[5]
Ti(k1,E,k) = Vi(ki,k) + 2pi I dpp2V1 (k' P)TI(P' E k) EE(p) + i6
(2.4)6
2.3Poles of the T-matrix
Both resonances and bound states are found at the poles of the T-matrix. Taking
the operator form of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 2.3 and solving for Twe
find
T thus has poles when
or since we can also write
1
TE V
1VGE
(1VGE) = 0
TE = V + VTEGE
as an equivalent form of equation 2.3, T also has poles when
(1GEV) = 0
Explicit linear equations for the T-matrix's poles are obtained by replacing the
integral in equation2.4 by a discrete sum over grid points.If we leave off the
angular momentum and E subscripts (for clarity), the linear equationsare
2 N 2V (ki, p)T (pn,kt) T (ki, kj) = V (k kJ) E wnpr,. (2.5)
n=1 7r EE(pn) + i
The weight function wn is determined by the particular integration method used,
in our case Gaussian quadrature.
Equation 2.5 can be rewritten in a convenient form by using subscripts to show
the dependence on grid points, and by defining
22, Mii = wipi vijui
7r
2.5 becomes
N
Tij = Vij + E AnTn3
n=17
This matrix equation can be solved for T
T = V +MT
(1M)T = V
T = (1M)-11/
The condition for a pole of the T-matrix then has the same formas the operator
equation 2.3
det(1M) = 0
2.3.1Bound States With The Coulomb Potential
The Coulomb potential in momentum space due toa point charge is
Zee 1
Vc(13' P) =272 Ip'p12
There is a singularity at p = p' which is related to the infiniterange of the potential
in coordinate space.
The method used for handling this singularity is referred toas the Kwon,
Tabakin, Lande technique. First we make a partial wave expansion of the potential.
This requires the projection
vic(P',P)=
where
Z e2fl Pi(x) dx
2 Li p2p'22ppi x
Ze2
2pp,azppi
zpp' = (p2 +Pi2) /2PP
and IQ/ is the Legendre function of the second kind. The singularityat p = p' is
now contained inside the Legendre functions.
A numerical solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the Coulomb
interaction
Ti(k',E,k) = (lc',k) +4r f dp p2
V
1
c (k' p)Ti(p, E,k)
EE(p) + ie
(2.6)S
is not directly possible due to the error introduced by the singular nature of the
potential. Our variation of the Kwon, Tabakin, Lande solution technique removes
the singularity from the integrand in (2.5) by subtracting a term
V ICp)
Pi(le,p)
from the integrand, and then adding its integrated value
Si(k)
vic
o le, P Pi(
back into the integral equation
Ti(k!, E,k) (ki,k)
47rdpVic (ki, p)[p2G E(p)Ti(p,E, k)
Ici 2G E(k')Ti(k',k)
Pl(zep)
+ 47r ki 2 G E(V)Si(V)Ti(ki,k)
We proceed as before to obtain a matrix equation from this integral equation
(and again drop angular momenta subscripts):
N
V747r E vinC kn2 G
n=1
NvC
41-Gi wn
tni;i
4r GiS iTii (2.7)
T13=
Using the following definitions
N VC
Vii Si E Wn pi n
n=1 Ain
nOi
DnOi E 47rwnkn2Gn
D, E 47rqGiequation 2.7 can be rewritten as
N
Tij = V9 EDnvicnTni
n=1
Defining MinDnVin we have
The matrix form is
N
Tij =VijEMinTnj
n=1
T = V+MT
(1M)T = V
9
The equation for the pole position is thus the same determinantal equationas
before, only now with redefined potentials and Green's functions.
To have both a strong and Coulomb potential acting, we replace Vic (k',p) with
Vic(ki,P)+ ViN(ki,P),i.e. we just redefine10
Chapter 3
The Optical Potential
3.1Introduction
The Lippmann-Schwinger equation describes the scattering of a particle from a
single target. Through it we can calculate the T-matrix for projectile scattering
from a free nucleon. The Kaon-nucleus interaction is a many body problem. We
must determine the T-matrix for this system knowing neither the T-matrix for
scattering from a bound nucleon nor the nuclear eigenstates.
The optical potential in the impulse approximation (ignoring the effect of bind-
ing during collision), allows us to write the T-matrix for multiple scattering from
bound nucleons in terms of two-body T matrices. The factored approximation
Figure 3. Projectile scattering from a single nucleon bound inside the nucleus.11
assumes the A' N T-matrix is much less dependent upon the momentum variable
than is the momentum-space nuclear wave function. In thiscase, the only nuclear
structure information needed is the experimentally-determined form factor. In the
following sections we present these approximations. In section 4.4we examine a
means of relaxing the factored approximation, and in chapter 5 we examine the
results of calculations using the different approximations.
3.2The Interaction Hamiltonian
The Schroedinger equations for the wavefunctions of the nucleons withina nucleus
are
Hn 10n) = En 10n)
where 10,) is a nuclear state vector or eigenstate and Hn is the Hamiltonian for
the nucleus
A A
= E + 1/2 E wi, (3.8)
1 =1 i#:7
Here Ki is the kinetic energy operator for each nucleon and Wii is the interaction
between nucleons i and j.
The complete projectile plus nucleus Hamiltonian fora projectile of kinetic
energy Kp is
H =± It' + V ( 3.9 )
where V is the many body projectile-nucleus potential.
The exact Hamiltonian must be simplified intoa form we can use in our calcu-
lations. The approximate Hamiltonian we use is described in the next section.
3.3The Optical Potential
We begin with the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for kaon-nucleus scattering
TV + VGTwhere
1
12
G (3.10) EHT,/fp + ic
We want an optical V which is a two-body operator. The true potential, in con-
trast, is a many body operator
A
V = E vi (3.11)
i=i
Here we assume only two body (pairwise) interactions with vi the potential between
the projectile and one nucleon (for now we ignore the difference between protons
and neutrons).
We define r, the bound /?N T-matrix, via the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
using the full G above
= v,ViGTi (3.12)
The Born series for T is obtained by simple iteration of 3.12
T = viViGNViGNGVi +
Likewise, the Born series for T follows from substituting 3.11 for V and integrating
A A A A A A
T = Evi + EviGEvi + EviGEviGEvi +
By combining these two series, we obtain an expression for T in terms of the
two-body T-matrix T
A A A A A A
T = + TiGT; + EEETiariark +
i=1 i=1 i=1 k=1 i=1 j=1
7fei i9d7 jOk
(3.13)
This series is known as the multiple scattering series since the first term is due to
single scatterings, the second to double scatterings, and so on.
The simplest approximate summation of the multiple scattering series is ob-
tained by assuming all TilS are equal (to T), and then by defining the first order
optical potential operator to be [6]
U = AT13
It then follows from simple substitution of the expression for U into the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation
T =U-I-UGT
that all orders of multiple scattering are included whenever the Schroedinger equa-
tion is solved with an optical potential.
We can now include the difference between the projectile-proton and projectile-
neutron interactions by defining the first optical potential to be
U = ZricPNrkn
where Z (N) is the number of protons (neutrons) in the nucleus.
3.3.1Impulse Approximation
(3.14)
Additional approximations must be made before U can be calculated.First we
make an approximation that will allows us to use the free T-matrix describing K-N
scattering. This is the impulse approximation, so termed because it is considered
valid if the projectile-nucleon reaction takes place within a short enough time scale,
compared to the motion of the nucleon, that the nucleon can't react, i.e. feel that
they are bound. This is expected to be true when a projectile has an energy much
higher than the binding energy of the nucleon. In reality the approximation is a
necessity and much effort is made to compensate for the neglected terms.
The Green's function in the expression for T, equation3.12,contains the
nuclear Hamiltonian lin evaluated in the nuclear ground state (011/n10) = Ho.
We wish to write r in terms of the two-body interaction of a free nucleon with the
projectile. We first write the free, two body T-matrix
Here
ti = viViGoti
G° E KA Kp + if
114
is the free projectile-nucleus Green's function, and is "free" in that it does not
include the binding interaction between nucleons, Wij. Note also that the usual
projectile-nucleon G contains the kinetic energy operator for only one nucleon,
whereas the above G contains the kinetic energy operator for the entire nucleus.
Since the non-interacting nucleons' energies do not change during a collision with
the active nucleon, the KA_i part of KA does not change, and so the difference is
only a shift in the energy parameter of G (with which we have some freedom to
manipulate). To include at least some binding and recoil effects in the theory and
yet still use free, two-body T-matrices
1
ti(w)vs +
Kpicts(w)
we thereby evaluate ti at an energy w which differs from the incident energy
(3.15)
w= E (KA -1) EB
where (KA_i) is the kinetic energy of the A1 nucleons in the core of Fig.3,
and EB is the binding energy of the active nucleon. The explicit expression for
w used in the computation is due to Thomas and Landau[71.It arises from
a three-body model which views projectile-nucleus scattering as a projectile, an
interacting nucleon and a passive nuclear core (remaining A1 nucleons).
The approximate nuclear Hamiltonian (approximate to equation 3.8) is thus
Hn= KCoreKNucleon + WNucleon,Core
The three-body model of the full Hamiltonian 3.9 is thus
= H,: + ifpVpN
= KCoreKNucleon + WNucleon,CoreKpVpN
(3.16)
We thereby have separated the problem into two independent ones: the motion of
the active nucleon relative to the core, and that of the active nucleon relative to15
the projectile p. To make this separation more complete, we separate the kinetic
energies into relative and COM pieces
'CoreKNucleon
Kp'Nucleon
= +If NOM
= prg;TIM
In this model the Hamiltonian can thus be separated as
= H'Core + /am+ WNucleon,Core + hpVpN
We identify KZ + WNucieon,core as the Hamiltonian for the binding of the nucleon
and approximate it by its eigenvalue, the binding energy EB. This leaves
= HnEB + If coreifpcjrIf pr%VpN (3.17)
If we compare this expression with the true Hamiltonian, equation3.9 and the
propagator G, equation 3.10, we can then write the new propagator as
where w is
G=
wIfr,g + if
1
(3.18)
w = EEBKcoreKpCIFIM (3.19)
In our actual calculations the expression for (47 is derived from relativistic kine-
matics. In either case, the major effect of the three-body energy is to shift the
energy at which the two-body T-matrix is evaluated (but NOT the momentum
values k and k').Since determining the precise value of the binding energy EB
would require solving a three-body problem (a thesis problem in itself), we take it
to be a parameter in our calculation within the reasonable range EB < 20 MeV.
If our results depend upon its precise value, the model is probably not good. A
study of the dependence upon EB has been made for all cases and is presented in
chapter 5.16
An important point to note is that the bound nucleon momentum at which the
T-matrix and c.,) are evaluated is an integration parameter. In previous calculations
the factored approximation was made, this means this integration is not done and
the T-matrix is evaluated at one momentum value. In contrast, the present work
is a nonfactored approximation, i.e. we explicitly integrate over a whole range of
w values.17
Chapter 4
Evaluation of the Optical Potential
4.1The Potential Operator
The optical potential operator U must be evaluated between initial and final states
of the projectile and nucleus
(f I I / if) P-A(ki To(Pi, P12,,PA)itPNIkTos. (P1,P2,,PA))
where we again ignore differences between neutrons and protons.The k' and
k refers to the projectile's momenta, the p's to momenta of nucleons within the
nucleus, and the subscript o to the nucleus's ground state. By inserting a complete
set of nuclear states between the nuclear state vectors and t, using the fact that t
is a two body operator (part of the impulse approximation), and simplifying the
expressions, we obtain[8]
Ul A = d3pi d3p2d3pA:(pq, P2, ,PA) (Piq, kl tPN 1131,k)
A
To(P1, P2, ,PA) O(E Pik) (4.20)
icl
where q = k'k is the momentum transfer. To make the expression for U appear
simpler, we define the wave function overlap F
F (pq, p) = d3p2 d3p3..d3pA 111:(pq, p2, ,PA)
J
A
Wo(P, P2, ,PA)6(E pi + k)
i=2
(4.21)18
The optical potential with "full Fermi averaging" ( a.k.a. nonfactored approxima-
tion) then has the simple form
U/A =Idap (p1q, lel tPN (pi, k) F(pq, p) (4.22)
Although simple looking, actual implementation of 4.22 requires the calculation
of a 3-D integral for each value of k, k' on the grid, as well as another angular
integration for the partial wave projection.This evaluation of hundreds of 4D
integrals has often been avoided by the use of approximations (as described below).
Yet recent advances in computing power have permitted us to evaluate 4.22 exactly,
and compare the results with the usual approximations. In the next section we
describe some of the approximations.
4.2Factored Approximation
Unless the nuclear wave function overlap F(pq, p) is known, the integral in
equation 4.22 can not be evaluated. The factored approximation removes this
problem by 1) assuming the T-matrix is a slowly varying function of energy, 2)
factoring it outside the integral, and 3) evaluating the factored t at an "optimal
momentum" [6] for the target nucleon
U/AiPN (poq, k',p0, k)1 d3p F(pq, p) (4.23)
The optimal momentum po is defined to be that which optimizes the factored
approximation. A number of works find it to be[9]
kA 1
P° A+ 2r q
This is the value of momentum at which the integrand would have its maximum
value if the wave functions were simple Gaussians.
The integral over the overlap function is just the matter form factor, F(q)
1 d3p F(pq, p) = F(q) (4.24)19
so that the optical potential in the factored approximation is
U I A r.-, tPN(p.q, kpo, k)F (q) (4.25)
Note that we are using the same symbol F for both the overlap function and
the form factor; it's the overlap if it's a function of two variables, and the form
factor if it's a function of only one. While the overlap F(p, p') is equivalent to
knowledge of the nuclear wave function, the nuclear form factor F(q)can actually
be determined from experiment, see section4.3.Yet as we discuss in section
4.4, given some model of the nuclear wavefunctions, we can determine the overlap
F(pq, p) from the nuclear form factor. First though we look at form factors.
4.3Form Factors
The proton and neutron density distributions are related to the coordinatespace,
nuclear wavefunction via [10):
Z ppoi(r)=Idr' IT p,n(rr')j2
The nuclear matter density distribution (needed for a hadronic probe) is then
Apm(r) = Z pp(r) + N p,,i(r)
The nuclear charge distribution pch(r) (needed for an electromagnetic probe) is
the convolution of the distribution of point protons within the nucleus with that
of the densityPpd.(jrel) of a single proton
Pp(e)Ppcharei) Pch(r)=fdr'
The matter and charge form factors are Fourier transforms of the respective spatial
distributions
Fmat(q) =
Fch(q) =
Id3r exp iq rpm(r)
Id3r exp iq rpch(r)20
By the convolution theorem Fth(q) = Fpch(q)F,nat(q).
The charge form factor is derived from the experimental differential cross sec-
tion of an electron scattering from the nucleus [11]. In the Born approximation it
is just
da( do-)
dst iFch(q)i
clf2Mott
2 (4.26)
If the nucleus is too heavy for the Born approximation to be valid, a numerical
solution of the Dirac equation is used. The term (ddo' )mott is the cross section for a
relativistic Dirac electron on a spinless point proton [12]. The charge form factor
is thus the experimental quantity
do
IFch(q)12=
(ddan)Mott
from which the matter form factor is easily deduced
IFmat(q)12 IFch(q)12
IFPeh(q)12
(if the proton charge distribution is known). The importance of using the correct
form of IFpch(q)12 was shown by L. C. Liu and C. M. Shakin for pion scattering
from light nuclei[13]. The elementary proton form factor we use is[14]
Fpch(q)I2(1q2 /18 .2 fm-2)2
The 12C form factor most often seen is that called the modified harmonic oscillator
(4.27)
(4.28)
(Z2)(qa,)21exp( q2a!h/4)
This F(q) arises from assuming the nucleons in the nucleus are in s and p harmonic
oscillator orbitals (see section 4.4).
The 12C Form factor we use is from Friar and Negele[15].It is "model
independent" in that they do not assume a form for the nuclear wave functions,
but instead start with a power series for the charge distribution
CN N 71-r
Poh(r) = Po( r) sin )0(Rr) (4.29)
N=1r21
where po(r) is the "most realistic initial density distribution we can obtain from
nuclear theory" [15]. po(r) is the modified harmonic oscillator with the parameters
found by Sick and McCarthy [16] plus a Whittaker function which in the region far
from the nucleus gives a proton density of a simple p-state proton with a reduced
mass of
Actually the above details need not concern us since the entire density may be
expressed as a Fourier series
xj11 CN(Nirr
pch(r) = sin)O(Rr) r N=1
(4.30)
where the CN's are now the CN's from equation4.29 plus the Fourier series
coefficients for the expansion of po(r). The series is terminated by setting M
gmazRwhere %max is the maximum experimental value of the momentum transfer q
Ir
reached by experiment. The form factor we need is the Fourier transform of pch(r)
1 IR (MI F(q) =
N r sin(qr) r sin
T
-TR)O(Rr)
> CNfoRdr sin(qr) sin(-7)O(Rr)
1 (sin(nrqR)sin(nrqR))
Zq 4-1 2 ( q) 2 ( q)
Simplifying further this is
F(q) = Atf cn(-1)nsin2(qR)
2 (4.31)
4.4NonFactored Approximation
To avoid the factored approximation we must know the nuclear wave function or
overlap, F(pq, p).In this work we calculate the parameters of F(pq, p)
assuming harmonic oscillator wave functions. We assume 12C has the same shell
model wave functions (2(1s), 4(1p3/2)) for both neutrons and protons. These closed
shells give a symmetric, spin zero nucleus.22
Concentrating on only the proton wave functions, we choose the spatial parts
as the oscillator basis
Ofn=1,L=0 =Noe- (a2/2)P2 Yoo(p)
0 'n=1,L=1 =Niape-(a2/2)P2 Yint(p)
The full basis states IJ, M) couple in the spin, e.g. the 1s1/2 and 1p3/2 basis states
are
01= 11/2, 1/2) =Noe(a2 /2)P2 Y00 X+
02 = 11/2, 1/2) = Noe(a2/2)P2 YOO X-
The 1p3/2 states are:
03 =13/2,3/2)=N1aPe(a2/2)P2 Y11 X+
04 =13/2,1/2)=Nicepe-(c'2/2)P2(j.Yu X- +[2-Itio X+)
3 3
05 = 13/2, 1/2) =Niape-(°`2/2)P2(V!IlioX-
3+ X+)
06 = 13/2, 3/2) = Niape-("2/2)P2 x
The total wave function ili(pi,p2,pz) for the A nucleons within the nucleus
is the antisymmetric combination of the these basis states
41(PI,P2,'Pz)
cbi (pi )2(pi) Oz(Pi)
1 (P2) cb 2 (2 ) z(P2 )
Z.
01 (Pz )02 (Pz ) (Pz )
Now we can use this explicit structure of the total wavefunction and the har-
monic oscillator functions to do the integral, thereby obtaining the overlap function
F(pq, p) = d3p2 d3p3d3pA V(pq, p2, pA)
A
o(P P2, ,PA)6(E Psk)
i=223
The determinantal form for W makes the integration much simpler than it may
appear at first since the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions eliminates the cross
terms:
ZF(pq, p)
2N3e_(ag/2 )(p-q)2 e-(ag/2 )p2
47r
+4/3 Nal e-(a;/2 )(P-`1)2C(4/2 )P2 Rpq) Iti*0(13-1PY10(P)
113qi
01/11Pq
) PYn(P) + (1)- q)1/1*-1Pq
)
1P-q1 1P-q1
Here we have generalized the expression to allow different size factors, ao and al,
for the s and p shells, and have included the Z as a reminder than our wavefunctions
are normalized to 1 and not A. The expression for F becomes easier to compute
when explicit substitution is made for the spherical harmonics:
F(pq, p)
1
Z
n3 (
\Fr
+2/3 ZiaNcx?p (pq)]e-
4/2p...412
The terms Zo and Z1 refer to the number of protons in the is and 1p shells (2
and 4 for carbon). Numerical computations become simpler to program when F
is expressed in Cartesian coordinates:
F(pq, p)
where
3
=1 [Zo (2--a(1)eN2(Cx2+C13+C2)e
_a2/4 q2
+2/3 Z1(2
Tr
3
(4. E(aq/4)e-c(M+C:+C?) 6-4/4q2
i=i
(4.32)
Piqi/2
Equation 4.32 provides an algebraic form for the overlap function. While nu-
clear structure theory can be used to predict the best values for these parameters,
we prefer to keep our calculation as realistic as possible by relating F to experi-
mental observables, and then using data to determine the parameters in F.24
N ao ai
0.99701.5261.6264
Table 1. Parameters of F(q) fit to experimental form factor
4.4.1Parameterization
We here generalize the algebraic form of the overlap function, relate it toan ex-
perimental form factor, and finally fit the parameters of the form factor (and thus
F) to experimental data. The integration of equation 4.32 gives:
n22,72
F(q) = N[Zoe-41'42+ Z1(1.2-)e-41'421
6
(4.33)
where N is a normalization constant and F with just one argument is the form
factor. The expression for F(q) was fit to the form factor of Friar and Negeleover
the range (0 < q < 4.0 Fermi-I). Since these are the limits of experimental data
and the form factor is not known beyond them, we force the overlap function to
be zero for q greater that 4.0 Fermi-1. The fitted parametersare given in table
1.The fit, shown in figure4, is excellent at lower values of q but begins to
deviate from experiment at approximately q = 3.0 Fermi -1 (the fit hasa x2 = 2.2.
per degree of freedom). Since bound states probe the nucleus at essentially zero
momentum transfer (i.e.like negative energy scattering), the high momentum
transfer fit should have an insignificant effect on our results.
4.4.2Pauli Effects
While the preceding inclusion of nucleon recoil and internal motion is a significant
improvement on the simplest "t times p" optical potential, it still does not account
for the Fermion nature of the nucleon. By this we mean the exclusion principle
which forbids the recoiling nucleon from scattering into a state already occupied25
IFmatterl2Experimental
°matter I
2
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q fermi
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Figure 4. Fit of parameterized form factor to that of Friar and Negele.26
by another nucleon. To account for thisso called "Pauli effect" we include the
Pauli operator Q in the propagator of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the
elementary two-body (IAN) T-matrix
t(k',E, k) = v(k', k)4irJ
dpp
2v(k', p) Q(p) t(p, E, k)
EE(p) + if
(4.34)
For our model, we treat the nucleons as a Fermi gas in which states withmomentum
less than the Fermi momentumPFermi are occupied while those with momentum
greater than PFermi are unoccupied. Q(p) is then zero when IpisTI and
1 whenIpNI >pFermi. Since pN is the momentum of the nucleon relativeveerto the
center of mass of the nucleus, it is related to the relative momentum p, and the total
projectile-nucleon momentum P. As a further simplification, the Paulioperator
is expanded in Legendre polynomials and this is combined with the expansion for
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 2.4. For S waves, Q's expansion is
where
Q(p,P) = 0 for MP-P < PFermi
= 1for IMPPI < PFermi
=[(MP + p)2PFermi] I 4M Pp otherwise
m M= N
nip + rnN
The Fermi momentum is related to the local density of nuclear matter via
r370
[ 2 pi PFermi =
Near the center of a nucleus the observed density is p(0)1.72 x1036 particles/cm3,
while near the surface of carbon-12 the density is p(R)0.024 particles/cm3. This
leads to 140 MeV/c < .PFermi268 MeV/c. Since all of the states thatwe found
(see section 5.1 and 5.2) are deeply bound, we assume the orbitsare deep within
the nucleus and so choose PFermi = 260 MeV/c.27
The Fermi gas model is only appropriate for a nucleus large enough to be de-
scribed as a Fermi gaswith Carbon-12 perhaps too small for this to be believable
(the alternative calculation would be orders of magnitude larger). Given thecru-
dity of the model and the lightness of the nucleus, we treat pF asa parameter and
study the dependence of our final results upon it.If the dependence is slight we
would be encouraged to believe that we are not making too gross an error. Our
results are presented in 5.28
Chapter 5
Results
5.1Factored Approximation
Final results for bound state energies using the factored approximationare shown
in Table 2. These complex energies result from a computer search in the complex
energy plane for the zeros of IDET(1GV)I = 0 (as detailed in section 2.3).
The search routine uses a modified Powell method which uses the gradient of
the function, found numerically, to determine in which direction to search. The
difficulty of the search is evidenced by the plot of the search space shown in fig-
ure5. The strong bound state found appear as the broad depression or well at
approximately (-50 -10i)MeV. Also evident near the origin is part ofa very steep
hole; this is the atomic is bound state. We know it is atomic since the nuclear
kN Potential InputEstate L = 0 Estate L = 1
(Re, Im) MeV.(Re, Im) MeV.
R2 -53.34, -10.61-8.75, -26.73
HAW -66.58, -54.39-17.08, -36.59
Table 2. Factored approximation bound states for K 12C29
force shifts it only slightly from from the Bohr values, i.e. its energy is keV's not
10's of MeV's like nuclear states.
The large spikes in this figure (and the zeros between them) are potential
poles and are not considered to be of dynamical interest since they are artifacts
of the particular model used for our potential.Specifically, we have derived an
optical potential by folding in elementary KN T-matrices, and these elementary
T-matrices have singularities where the model for our elementary k/V potential
has poles. More specifically, since the elementary kN v(k',k) is proportional to
0+10 0+10it has poles at k = ±i,8. When incorporated into the optical potential,
these elementary poles appear along the line of Im Estate = 45 MeV in figure
5. The relatively low value of Im Estate at which the poles occur show the short
range of Schnick's potential. These spikes are sharp enough that the gradient is
not defined near them, and therefore cause trouble to our search routine.
The HAW RN potential is longer ranged in momentum space (shorter in co-
ordinate space), and so the optical potential generated with it does not show any
potential poles in the complex plane, see figure6. The bound state energy for
the HAW-based optical potential is less well determined than that for Schnick's r2
potential. This is a consequence of the det(1-GV) having its zero at the bottom
of a much flatter well; it is thus much harder for the computer to "zero in" on it.
5.1.1Dependence upon Nucleon Binding Energy, Ebinding
We expect the parameter Ebinding (that describing the binding energy of the active
nucleon in the three-body model of the optical potential), to simply shift the energy
at which the elementary T-matrix is evaluated, and thus produce a rather linear
shift in the Kbar-nucleus bound state energies. And since the Ebinding is subtracted,
we also expect the nucleus's state energy, Estate to be shifted to a lower value by
increasing this binding energy. This is in fact the result we see in figure7 for1.0
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0
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P
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Figure 5. Magnitude of DET(1 GV) as a function of complexenergy for an optical potential
derived from Schnick's r2 KN interaction.1.0
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Figure 6. Magnitude of DET(1GV) as a function of complex energy for an optical potential
derived from ITAW's KN interaction.70
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Figure 7. Bound State energy versusEbindingfor r2 potential.
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the r2k Ninteraction. Both the real and imaginary parts of the nuclear state's
energyEstatedecrease linearly with increasing nucleon binding energy.
This linear effect is not found in the plot ofEstateverses Ebinding for the HAW
potential. Figure S shows a scattering of energiesas a results of increasing nucleon
binding energy. Apparently, this is a consequence of thefi NT-matrix generated
from the r2 interaction being much smoother (andmore linear) than that obtained
from the HAW interaction.
To verify this we look at plots of the elementary kaon- proton and kaon-neutron
T-matrices from these different interactions. Yet this is notso simple. The T-
matrix in equation 4.23 tPN(poq,pc), k) is a function of three variables: the
energy of the Ii N system, Estate, the momentum k',and the momentum k. In the
factored approximation, the optimum momentump, is fixed for each value of k70
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Figure 8. Bound State energy versus Ebinding for HAW potential.
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and k'. We thus write the T-matrix as the simpler function tPN(E, k', k) wherewe
make E a vector since it is complex number. To makea simple plot possible, we set
k' = k and fix the imaginary part of Estate. We now constructa three-dimensional
plot of t as a function of k' = k and real Estate.
Figures 9 and 10 show a series of plots of tPN(E, k', k) for potential r2 with
Ebinding ranging from 0 to 40 MeV. We see the T-matrix shifts in relationto
EbindingThis is as expected and gives the linear relation in figure 7.
Figures 11 and 12 show a series of plots of tPN(E, k', k) for potential HAW with
Ebinding ranging from 0 to 40 MeV. The matrix is shifted as it was for r2, with the
sigma-pi channel opening near -100 MeV evident. With a Ebinding of 40 MeV, the
channel opening is shifted up to near 60 MeV; this disturbs, the bound state and
is apparently the origin of the less simple dependence upon Ebinding.
The value chosen for Ebinding also affects the bound state widthor Im Ebinding.
Figures 13 and 14 show a series of plots of tPN(E, k', k) for potential r2 with Ebinding
ranging from 0 to 40 MeV (this is similar to figure 9 but here ReEstate is fixed).
The very deep well in the T-matrix for Ebinding= 0 means that the width is small
and thus well-defined. Yet as Ebinding is increased, the well becomesmore shallow,
the width broader, and thus its exact value less well detemined numerically.
5.1.2Dependence upon Fermi Momentum, KFermi
To study the dependence upon KFermi, we first found the antikaon-carbon nuclear
bound state supported by our optical potential constructed from the elementary
R-nucleon potential model r2. We then varied K keeping Ebinding Fermi fixed at 10
MeV. Since the effect of increasing KFermi is to block out more of the final states
available to the recoiling nucleon, its increase tends to decrease the magnitude of
the RN T-matrix and especially that of its imaginary part (thenon Born term).
While this produces a similar change in the K- nucleus optical potential, it is hard35
Figure 9. Plots of tPN(E, lc', k) as a function of Re Estate with 0 < Ebinding < 40 MeV for
potential r2.36
Figure 10. Plots of tPN(E,Ici,k) as a function of Re Estatewith 0 < Ebinding < 40 MeV for
potential r2.37
Figure 11. Plots of tPlv(E,le,k) as a function of Re Estate with 0 < Ebinding < 40 MeV for
potential HAW.38
Figure 12. Plots of iPlv(E,ki,k) as a function of Re Estate with 0 < Ebinding < 40 MeV for
potential HAW.39
Figure 13. Plots of iPN(E, k', k)as afunction of Im E3tate with0 <Easnding< 40 MeV.40
Figure 14. Plots of tPN(E, k', k) as a function of Im Estate with 0 < Ebinding < 40 MeV.41
to predict the effect it will have on the K- nucleus states since these latter states
are very much in the non-perturbative regime.
Note too, that although the elementary KN interactions we use are pure s wave
(L=0 for kN), when used in the optical potential they generate antikaon-carbon
interactions in all partial waves. We thereby present the complex level shifts for
both L=0 and 1 antikaon-carbon partial waves.
The results of searches for the nuclear bound states with 0 MeV/c < K-Fermi <
300 MeV/c are shown in figure 15. Little effect is noticed for KFermi in the range
(0,140 MeV/c i.e. in the range investigated in Schnick's thesis. At higher values
of KFermi we see the bound state energy decreasing linearly, but with the width
only slightly affected. If the exclusion principle were included realistically at both
the nucleon and nucleus levels, the width should begin to vanish as more states are
truly blocked and absorption becomes less likely. This is not evident here, probably
because we have been conservative and not included the exclusion principle into
the nuclear T-matrix also (i.e. as det(1GQV)).
Figures 16 and 17 show a series of plots of the KN PN(E, k', k) for potential
r2 with KFermi ranging from 0 to 300 MeV/c. We see that the small effect on the
nuclear levels for lower values of KFermi in figure 15 arises from the shallowness of
the T-matrix. It is not until KFermi is greater that 140 MeV/c that the exclusion
principal truly affects the T-matrix.
Figures 18 and 19 show the same series of plots but now with imaginary Estate
varied. We see the smaller effect on the bound state width in figure 15 is due to
the narrowness and deepness of the well in the t matrix. Even though the depth
of the well is lessened by It' Fermi, the position of the bound state is hardly affected
since the state is so narrow.0 0
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Figure 15. K- Carbon bound state energy versus KFermi for optical potential constructed from
KN potential r2.43
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Figure 18. Plots of tPN(E, k', k) as a function of Im Estate with 0 < KFermi < 300 MeV/c.46
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Figure 19. Plots of tPN(E, k', k) as a function of Im Estate with 0 < KFerms< 300 MeV/c.47
KN Potential InputEstate (L = 0)Estate (L = 1)
(Re, Im) MeV.(Re, Im) MeV.
R2 (-45.59, -8.73) not found
HAW (-61.10, -42.49)(-10.20, -30.82)
Table 3. Nonfactored approximation k 12C bound states.
5.2Nonfactored Approximation
The results for bound states using the nonfactored approximation are shown in
table3. We see that the inclusion of complete Fermi averaging does not lead to
"new" states, i.e.ones not present when we make the factored approximation.
The previous states shift to less bound and become narrower states. Howeverwe
do see that the L=1 state arising from the r2 EN interaction could not be found,
possibly it still exists but is shifted to a region we did not explore. We have in
fact found that the r2, L=1 pole position in the factored approximation moved
quite readily as the potential parameters were changed; it would be interesting
to follow the corresponding changes in the coordinate space wavefunction for this
state, an extension unfortunately beyond the scope of the present study. In any
case, the 20% changes in bound state energies found by correcting the factored
approximation are significant, as is the question of sheer existence of weakly bound
states.
5.2.1Dependence upon Nucleon Binding Energy, Ebinding
Also studied within the nonfactored approximation is the dependence of the
antikaon-carbon bound state energies upon Ebinding, the effective bindingenergy
of the active nucleon in the three-body model of the optical potential. The results
are very similar to those found in the factored approximationwhich is fortunate70
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since most of the work preceding ours was done in the factored approximation. We
see in figure 20 that both Re Estate and /mEstatedecrease linearly with nucleon
binding energy. This is the same effect that was seen for the nonfactored results
in figure7.
We would expect this results since Ebinding shifts the energy at which the T-
matrix is evaluated and does not directly affect the integration. The fact that we
get similar results as before is partial confirmation that the results are consistent.
5.2.2Dependence upon Fermi Momentum, KFermi
The results of studies of the dependence upon "Fermi proved quite interesting as
shown in figure 21. As with the factored case, there is little effect for "Fermi < 140
MeV/c with the bound state width showing almost no effect. However the boundoo
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state energies go through sharp discontinuities at KFermi = 180 MeV/c and again
at KFermi = 240 MeV/c. While these results seem to suggest that there are two
or perhaps three states present, all attempts to find additional states have failed.
Schnick found that KFermi had little effect for atomic states. We expect to even
less effect in the nonfactored approximation since we are now integrating over all
internal momentum.Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1Summary
50
The work we have presented here found a single strong bound state in the K-
nucleus interaction. The existence and energy levels of this state provides further
insight into the nature of the Y(1405) resonance. The presents of the state does not
depend upon the potential model or model parameters used, although theenergy
level does.
The bound state is present for both the r2 and HAW potentials even though the
HAW potential does not exhibit a Y(1405) resonance. The bound state remains,
although shifted, for the full range of model parameters.
The use the the nonfactored approximation shifted the bound states but it did
not lead to any new states not found with the factored approximation. The 20%
change in binding energies, resulting in the L=1, r2, state no longer being bound,
is significant enough to warrant the use of the nonfactored approximation.
Visualization techniques proved valuable in understanding the behavior of the
bound state energies as a function of model parameters. Particularly the behavior
of the HAW states seemed erratic until the visualization study was conducted.51
6.2Future Work
The study conducted here was of K 12C. Schinck had conducted atomic bound
state studies for several other nuclei. A similar study should be done for the strong
bound states. The study should include nuclei ranging from helium to sulfur so
that an understanding of the dependence upon nuclear density and size may be
obtained.
A more ambitious direction for future work would be the development of a
coupled channels optical potential, similar as is done for elementary interactions.
This would account for the coupling to the oir channel more directly and provide
more quantitative results.52
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